STUDENT OF THE QUARTER
TERM II
Thursday, February 8, 2018
8:00 a.m. in the Charles C. Winchester Auditorium

Art
Gedeon Fleurissaint
Danting Zhu

Music
Paula Hogan
Coleman Rose

Business Education
Laura Braithwaite
Wallace Heller

PE & Health Education
Elana Naide
Clarissa Waldmann

English
Kaleigh Pentland
Trong Tran

Science
Eliza O’Donnell
Kennedi Van Allen

Family and Consumer Sciences
Clodagh Corcoran
Brendan Cullen

Technology Education
Halle Armstrong
Yee Man Shirley Leung

History
Edward Enyedy
Mercedes Harvell

World Languages
Vivian Kwong
Claire Walko

Math
Lilly Goode
Carlicia Nelson